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Abstract— safety requirements quality is typically expressed at the software system levels, which may lead to
specific safety-related functions that may be applied in either or both hardware and software. According to the
Previous work of academia and industry standards such as ISO 25021 square series safety requirements can be
defined and measured internally and externally; the internal safety concepts could include control software
hazards, safety levels of software integration and critical software catastrophic, while the external safety could
include software safety functions, safety failure mechanism and safety switching of redundant items. This paper
collects and organizes these safety-related requirements into a quality requirements safety model for identifying
and evaluation of the quality safety requirements of embedded and real time systems..
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The aim of this paper is to propose a
procedure for describing, and next quality, software
safety using a strategy based neither on our own
views nor on individual researchers view of such type
of safety requirements, but on a consensual view
documented in international standards of software
safety as quality requirements.
For the purpose of this research, the set of
European standards have been selected: [3-6], ISO
2502n [7] square standards and a previous published
work for academia.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents related work. Section 3 presents a standardbased procedure to develop a model of requirement
for software safety. A conclusion is presented in
Section 4.

1. Introduction
A quality requirements model for safety is a key to
the success of the embedded and real time software
systems. The development of such quality model of
requirements early in the software life cycle is
therefore of prime importance by defining a
comprehensive specification and evaluation of
software product quality.
The qualities of the safety requirements as
currently defined can be considered subjective since
they can be viewed, interpreted and evaluated
differently by different people; when the safety
requirements are stated briefly and vaguely the
problem is compounded [1]. Safety requirements and
their qualities can also be defined relatively, since the
interpretation and importance of such kind of safety
requirements may vary depending on the particular
system being considered.
Furthermore, if the safety requirements are
not addressed, then it may lead to [2] "Software
which is inconsistent and of poor quality. User,
developer and clients who are unsatisfied and time
and cost overruns to fix software, which was not
developed with such requirements".
However, safety requirements may also
impact considerably project effort and should also be
taken into account when doing project benchmarking.
It is however challenging to take these requirements
into account in software estimation and software
benchmarking.
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2. Related Work
The European Standard series [3-6] present software
safety requirement for real-time and embedded
software: in these standards, the safety requirements
are described as system state where an acceptable
level of risk is not exceeded with respect to fatality,
injury or occupational illness, damage to launcher
hardware or launch site facilities, damage to an
element of an interfacing manned systems, the term
“safety” is described differently in ISO/IEC Guide 2,
as “freedom from unacceptable risk or harm”. The
ISO 8402 [8] was replaced by ISO 9000, but the
definition of safety was not maintained.
According to safety requirements shall be
identified and traced from the system level into the
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the both the user and those affected by use, as well as
unintended physical or economic consequences.
The IEEE Standard for Software Safety described
software safety as falls into one or more of the
following categories:
• Software whose inadvertent response to stimuli,
failure to respond when required, response outof-sequence, or response in combination with
other responses can result in an accident
• Software that is intended to mitigate the result of
an accident
• Software that is intended to recover from the
result of an accident
However, neither ECSS nor IEEE series propose a
way to measure such these safety requirements, while
ISO 25021 presents measures of the outcome of
safety management as a quality of the software
product quality, not of the safety requirements that
have to be built into the software thereby not
allowing for measuring the functional size of such
software safety requirements: without measurement it
is of course challenging to take such an NFR as a
quantitative input in an estimation process or in
productivity benchmarking.
This paper reports on the work carried out to
define safety requirements on the basis of
international standards and on the safety
requirements foundation results in the academia.

design and then allocated to the lower levels as well
as the identified safety requirements shall be justified
in the design and presented in an appropriate
document. [3-4] describe the the mandatory aspects
for safety requirements of a system safety programme
to ensure that all safety risks associated with the
design, development, production and operations of
space product are adequately identified, assessed,
minimized, controlled and finally accepted through
the implementation of a safety assurance programme.
The [3-6] safety policy is applied by
implementing a system safety program, supported by
risk assessment, which can be summarized as
follows:
• Hazardous
characteristics
(system
and
environmental hazards) and functions with
potentially hazardous failure effects are identified
and progressively evaluated by iteratively
performing systematic safety analyses;
• The potential hazardous consequences associated
with the system characteristics and functional
failures are subjected to a hazard reduction
sequence whereby: hazards are eliminated from
the system design and operations; hazards are
minimized and hazard controls are applied and
verified.
• The risks that remain after the application of a
hazard elimination and reduction process are
progressively assessed and subjected to risk
assessment, in order to: show compliance with
safety targets; support design trade-offs; identify
and rank risk contributors; support apportionment
of project resources for risk reduction; assess risk
reduction progress; and support the safety and
project decision-making process (e.g. waiver
approval, residual risk acceptance).
• The adequacy of the hazard and risk control
measures applied are formally verified in order to
support safety validation and risk acceptance;
• Approval obtained from the relevant authorities.
ISO series [9] defined Safety specifications as
equipment/system design features, performance
specifications, and training that reduce the potential
for human or machine errors or failures that cause
injury or death within the constraints of operational
effectiveness, time, and cost throughout the
equipment/system life cycle as well as describe the
Safety Plan as the approach and methods for
conducting safety analysis and assessing the risk to
operators, the system, the environment, or the public.
ISO standards [7-9] list the Safety measurements
to assess the level of risk of harm to people, business,
software, property or the environment in a specified
context of use. It includes the health and safety of
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3. The Proposed Quality Procedure Model
This section illustrates the proposed
procedure [10-16] for building a quality model for
safety requirement as follows:
3.1 A Definition of Safety Requirements
•
•

•
•

The safety requirements are defined as system
state where an acceptable level of risk is not
exceeded with respect to fatality [3-6].
The safety defined as human or machine errors or
failures that cause injury or death within the
constraints of operational effectiveness, time, and
cost throughout the equipment/system life cycle
[3-6].
The safety is the levels of risk of harm to people,
business, software, property or the environment
in a specified context of use [7-9].
Safety is a freedom from software hazards or a
systematic approach to reducing software risks
[7-9].

3.2 Types of Safety Requirements
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•

This section illustrates the types of safety
requirements as follows:
• Safety mandatory categories
− Catastrophic hazards
o Loss of life, life-threatening or
permanently disabling injury or
occupational illness, loss of an element
of an interfacing manned flight system.
o Loss of launch-site facilities or loss of
system.
o Severe
detrimental
environmental
effects.
− Critical hazards
o Temporarily disabling but not lifethreatening injury, or temporary
occupational illness.
o Major damage to flight systems or loss or
major damage to ground facilities.
o Major damage to public or private
property.
o Major detrimental environmental effects.
Safety non-mandatory categories
− Marginal hazards
o Minor injury, minor disability, minor
occupational illness, or minor system or
environmental damage.
− Negligible hazards
o Less than minor injury, disability,
occupational illness, or less than minor
system or environmental damage.

Software Safety
Functions

Safety Related
Software

Figure 1: Software Safety Functions

•

Entity Type 2: Safety Failure Mechanism
− Each failure mechanism could send with at
least one functional process to one or more
safety levels of software integration.
Safety Failure
Mechanism

Safety Levels of Software
Integration

Figure 2: Safety Failure Mechanism

•

Entity Type 3: Safety Switching of Redundant
items
− Each failure mechanism could send or/and
receive with at least one functional process to
one or more items in safety audit software.
− Each failure mechanism could send or/and
receive with at least one functional process to
check one or more items in redundancy status
information.
Safety Switching of
Redundant items

Safety Audit
Software
Redundancy Status
Information

3.3 Safety Requirement Entities
Figure 3: Safety Switching of Redundant items

This section illustrates the safety requirements entities

•

as follows:

External entities of Safety
• Software Safety Functions
• Safety Failure Mechanism
• Safety Switching of Redundant items
Internal entities Safety
• Safety Related Software
• Safety Levels of Software Integration
• Safety Audit Software
• Control Software Hazards
• Critical Software Catastrophic

Entity Type 4: Safety Related Software
− Each safety related software shall receive
or/and send with at least one functional
process from/to software failure data group.
− Each safety related software shall receive
or/and send with at least one functional
process from/to the allocated failure in the
safety levels of software integrations.

Safety Related Software

3.4 Identification of the Entity types of Safety

Software Failure

Safety Levels of Software
Integration

This section illustrates the entity types of safety
Figure 4: Safety Related Software

requirements and as follows:

•

Entity Type 1: Software Safety Functions
− Each software safety function shall receive or
send with at least one functional process
from/to safety related software.
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Entity Type 5: Safety Levels of Software
Integration.
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−

−

−

catastrophic to check if the defect is harm or
not.

Each safety level of software integration shall
receive or/and send with at least one
functional process from/to fault tolerance
data group.
Each safety level of software integration shall
receive or/and send with at least one
functional process from/to safety related
software to allocated the fault.
Each safety level of software integration shall
receive or/and send with at least one
functional process from/to safety software
audit data to check the integration with
data.

Control Software
Hazards

Software Failure

Critical Software
Catastrophic

Figure 7: Control Software Hazards.

•
Safety Levels of
Software Integration

Fault Tolerance

Safety Related
Software
Safety Software
Audit data

Figure 5: Safety Levels of Software Integration.

•

Entity Type 6: Safety Audit Software
− Each safety audit software shall receive
or/and send with at least one functional
process
from/to
redundancy
status
information.
− Each safety audit software shall receive
or/and send with at least one functional
process from/to safety levels of software
integration.
Safety Audit Software

Entity Type 8: Critical Software Catastrophic
− Each safety critical software catastrophic
shall receive or/and send with at least one
functional process from/to failure tolerance
data group to check this kind of faults before
exchange processes with critical software
catastrophic.
− Each safety critical software catastrophic
shall receive or/and send with at least one
functional process from/to redundancy status
information data group to check if the critical
situation are caused by redundant data or not.
− Each safety critical software catastrophic
shall receive or/and send with at least one
functional process from/to control software
hazards to identify the source and the degree
of the defects.
Critical Software
Catastrophic

Redundancy Status
Information

Failure Tolerance

Redundancy Status
Information

Safety Levels of Software
Integration
Control Software
Hazards

Figure 6: Safety software audit data.

•

Failure Tolerance

Figure 8: Critical Software Catastrophic

Entity Type 7: Control Software Hazards
− Each safety control software hazards shall
receive or/and send with at least one
functional process from/to failure tolerance
data group to control this kind of faults.
− Each safety control software hazards shall
receive or/and send with at least one
functional process from/to software failure
data group to control this kind of error.
− Each safety control software hazards shall
receive or/and send with at least one
functional process from/to critical software
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3.5 Model

of the
requirements

Requirements

for

safety

In the following design of the safety requirements
model:
• Entity type 1 can be used to measure the
external safety for the software safety functions
from the received/send data movement from/to
safety related software such as software
operation, design and configuration risk- seefigure 9.
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•

•

•

Entity type 2 can be used to measure the
external safety for the safety failure mechanism
from the received/send data movement from/to
safety levels of software integration such as loss
of operation, failure detection and failure
isolation - see-figure 9.
Entity type 3 can be used to measure the
external safety for the safety switching of
redundant items from the received/send data
movement from/to safety software audit data and
redundancy status of information such as
duplicate or corrupted data - see-figure 9.

•

Entity type 4 can be used to measure the internal
safety for the safety related software from the
received/send data movement from/to software
failure data group list and safety levels of
software integration such as loss of operation,
failure detection and failure isolation - see-figure
9.
Entity type 5 can be used to measure the internal
safety for the safety levels of software integrity
from the received/send data movement from/to
software failure tolerance data group list and
safety related software safety software audit data
- see-figure 9.

Safety Related Software
(Entity Type 4)
Software
Operation
Risk

Software
Design
Risk

Software
Failure

Software
Configuration
Risk

Control
Software
Hazards
(Entity Type 7)

Safety Levels of Software Integration
(Entity Type 5)
Loss
Operation

Failure
Detection

Failure
Tolerance

Failure
Isolation

Critical
Software
Catastrophic

Internal
Safety

Software Safety
Functions
(Entity Type 1)

Redundancy
Status
Information

Safety Audit Software
(Entity Type 6)

Safety Failure
Mechanism
(Entity Type 2)

Safety Switching of
Redundant items
(Entity Type 3)

(Entity Type 8)

Boundary

External Safety
Figure 9. A Quality Requirements Safety Model

•

•

Entity type 6 can be used to measure the internal
safety for the safety software audit data from the
received/send data movement from/to safety
levels of software integrity and redundancy status
information data group list - see-figure 9.
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Entity type 7 can be used to measure the internal
safety for the control software hazards from the
received/send data movement from/to failure
tolerance data group list and critical software
catastrophic - see-figure 9.
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Entity type 8 can be used to measure the internal
safety for the critical software catastrophic from
the received/send data movement from/to failure
tolerance data group list and control software
hazards - see-figure 9.

4. Conclusion
This paper introduced a procedure for measuring
requirements for internal and external safety required
for system safety requirement. This included a
proposed generic model for safety requirement using
standard based identification of three set of
international standards, this model is independent of
the software type or languages in which these safety
requirements will be implemented.
It is important to remark that the design
measurement procedure for safety requirements for
the embedded software have been developed to apply
the measurement methods defined by academia to the
safety requirements in order to obtain the quality of
the software-safety as a separate piece of a software
in early stages of the software development process.
The advantages and the limitations of the
model are left as a future work to enhance the
proposed model and to applicable to use it in the
industry.
Furthermore, the main contribution of this
paper is the proposed generic safety requirements
model of the safety requirements. The proposed
generic model is considered as kind of a a standardbased model that is being used for the measurement
of the software-safety.
The proposed generic model of the softwaresafety requirements is a bridge between the system
and software functional requirements to provide a
basis for both describing in a standard way and in the
future for the measurement of the functional size of
the software based on the set of definitions and
concepts of system safety requirements in European
international standards as follows: The interrelations
between the internal and external requirements of
safety are defined, for example each process between
the internal and external safety requirements and in
the future to measure the functional size of software
safety requirements for the all functional processes
(internally and externally)
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